To stay competitive, manufacturers need to continuously innovate their products to meet market
demands across multiple platforms and domains. As a result, product operations require
cutting-edge product designs and effective change management processes. In addition,
organizations need key strategies to exchange files and data between enterprise systems, share
design information with suppliers, and publish product information to customers, thus creating a
digital fabric of information and collaboration beyond PLM. Let Razorleaf’s CLOVER help your
organization realize your overall product operational goals.
CLOVER is a family of products that enable the exchange of product information across your
organization, partners, and suppliers. With the CLOVER, organizations can reduce development
costs, streamline processes, share product information, and introduce products faster ultimately extending the value of their PLM investment across the digital enterprise.
CLOVER is not just another integration and communication platform; it solves your most
complex product operational challenges. CLOVER connects engineering, manufacturing, supply
chain, and other systems to accelerate communication and interact seamlessly ultimately
improving innovation and productivity.

Building better, smarter connected products with CLOVER
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IntegrateIT

CLOVER IntegrateIT enables PLM
connections to enterprise systems for a
smarter, more reliable data exchange.
IntegrateIT provides multiple out-of-the-box
PLM endpoint integrations that simplify the
way files and data synchronize between PLM
and PDM, ERP, CRM, MRP, and other
enterprise systems. With IntegrateIT,
product data and information are delivered
to every area of the organization to ensure
data accuracy, reduce implementation costs,
and mitigate risks by providing access to
the most current data set.

CollectIT

MigrateIT

TM

CLOVER MigrateIT enables the bulk
transfer of files and data between PLM and
other enterprise systems quickly and with
less effort than Out-of-the-Box (OOTB) or
generic Extract/ Transform/Load (ETL) tools.
MigrateIT uses the CLOVER migration
architecture for environment preparedness,
data analysis, and pre-migration rehearsal,
along with batch processing, job
orchestration, and error handling. In
addition, this software can orchestrate
migration efforts to ensure a more flexible
and accurate data transfer process.

PassIT

TM

CLOVER CollectIT allows users to extract
and package PLM files and data for use
outside of PLM. This easy-to-use file
management website quickly extracts
product information for distribution to
employees, vendors, and clients, including
part and BOM representations, related CAD
files, and technical documents. CollectIT
automates the manual extraction process
for creating Bid Packages, Product
Specifications, End Item Data Packages
(EIDPs), and Technical Data Packages
(TDPs) to simplify data and file extraction
processes, reduce costs, and improve
productivity.

TM

TM

CLOVER PassIT provides an interface
between messaging platforms and PLM
systems. PassIT distributes only the
required files and data to other systems
based upon what is needed and previously
defined in the iPaaS APIs. Perform complex
data transformations, file rendition creation,
product revision selection, and other
process-oriented logic without changing the
existing iPaaS implementation or requiring
complex API changes at each destination
system. PassIT maximizes your investment
to boost end-point performance and free
the service bus from complex operations.

Learn how your organization can increase productivity and time to
market with CLOVER – a better way to build smarter products.
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